We study tachyon condensation on noncommutative toric orbifolds with a Z 2 discrete group and explore the various kinds of brane bound states arising in the case of irrational values of the B-field. We show that Z 2 symmetry of the orbifolds incorporates naturally anti-branes in the spectrum and leads to equivalent results as those obtained by starting from an original pair of D-D system on quantum torii. A specific analysis is deserved to the irrational representation of NC orbifolds and to the unstable bound states generated by the condensation.
Introduction
Recently a great interest has been given to the study of tachyon condensation using noncommutative (NC) geometry [1] . Starting from non-BPS D-branes of string theory and turning on an antisymmetric NS-NS B-field, one gets a condensation of tachyon fields on the world volume of the lower dimensional branes [2] . The key step in the derivation of this result is based on the computation of the vacuum energy configurations after neglecting the kinetic part of the string field effective action in front of the potential term [3] . The energy of the soliton is shown to be proportional to the trace of projectors on the ground states of the non commutative algebra Hilbert space [4] .
Using GMS construction [5] , NC tachyon condensation has been first studied in [6] and especially electric fluxons obtained from original non-BPS D-branes on the non compact Moyal spaces in the presence of a constant B-field and second in [7] , see also [8, 9] , in terms of D0-branes by starting from a D2-brane on a NC two torus. In [10] , we have extended the above mentioned results to more general cases; in particular to higher dimensional torii where we have shown the existence of general unstable bound states decaying into D0-D2 ones and suggested an effective potential to describe these brane states. In the study performed in [10] , it has remained however a discussion regarding the D-D systems on non-commutative compact manifolds. Such systems are interesting in the study of unstable D brane systems in type II string theory as they go beyond the theory of non BPS D-branes recovered by restricting to couplings invariant under (−) F L [11] and were already considered from the view point of complex tachyon condensation on the quantum two torus. But here we shall reconsider this analysis differently using the discrete symmetries of the NC brane world volumes. The present study may be then viewed as a continuation of the analysis we initiated in [10] by first completing our previous results to the case of non-BPS branes on non-commutative toric orbifolds. We also study the D0-D2 bound states of [7] and explore the nature of branes generated by the tachyon condensation in NC T 2 θ /Z 2 . Then we analyze the spectrum of brane bound states one gets generally when studying tachyon condensation of D-branes wrapped on higher dimensional orbifolds.
The aim of this work is to start from an original non-BPS D2l-brane and study the NC solitons in Z 2 toric orbifolds for both rational and irrational NC θ ′ i s parameters. We first study tachyon in T 2 θ /Z 2 and consider the extension to higher dimensional compact orbifolds. Then, we derive the various kinds of solitons and explore all types of bound states one gets after the condensation. Finally we study the D-D brane systems from different views; once by starting from a pair of D-D brane on quantum torii and second by considering only a D-brane on orbifolds.
The paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we describe two different representations of the NC Z 2 orbifolds according to whether the NC parameter θ is rational or not.
In section 3, we analyze the two cases of non BPS branes on the NC orbifold torus constructed in section 2 depending on whether θ's are rational or not. In section 4, we study the D-D brane systems either by using standard analysis based on starting from Now we turn to define the orbifold T 2l θ /Z 2 as the quotient of T 2l θ by Z 2 . In fact, an element Ω of Z 2 identifies the local coordinates x
pairs defining the non-commutative orbifold are related as:
To solve these eqs, we will distinguish two cases according to whether the θ i 's are rational or not and so two different representations for the orbifold. We shall use both of these representations; that's why we propose to first describe them briefly on the simple case of the non-commutative T 2 θ /Z 2 orbifold; then we extend our result to the general situation. To begin note that natural solutions of eqs (8) are given by setting the U i 's an V i 's as:
where
and H i are operators to be determined later. Putting this change in eqs(8), one gets:
At this level we would like to emphasize that the above constraints are inherent to the Z 2 orbifold in the sense that all
and H i matrix operators should have the same dimension. This will constitute a key property in distinguishing rational and irrational Z 2 orbifolds and will play an important role when we discuss the solitons problem. Moreover, and as far as the study of solitons on non-commutative spaces is concerned, one can further impose E i = C i = 0. This special choice will be justified later on when we build the projectors Π i and P N i +M i θ i ; see eqs (14) and (20), on the vacuum field configurations. For convenience we shall also require that
This representation is a particular one which will help us to simplify the analysis; it is reducible into irreducible factors (A i , B i ) and their hermitian conjugates.
Rational representations
This representation corresponds to rational values of θ i = q i /p i , where p i and q i are mutually coprime integers. The A i and B i operators are given by the following finite p i × p i matrices 
In the matrix representation presented above, the U i generators are given by diagonal matrices; a feature which allows to build the usual k i -th rank Π i projectors (Π i ) k i = diag (1, 1, . .., 1, 0, ..., 0; 1, 1, ..., 1, 0, ..., 0), as a series of the U i 's as shown here below:
A direct check shows that the (e i ) n0 coefficients are given by (e i ) n0 =
. Note that according to eq (9) , the Π i projectors may be rewritten in terms of the A 
or equivalently
Since the trace on A θ i is given by Tr(
, then the range of k i which is bounded as 0 ≤ k i ≤ p i will be interpreted as giving the number of D0 and D0 branes one obtains from the study of the condensation of a non BPS D2-brane on the NC T 2 θ /Z 2 . Note moreover that the Π i projector we built satisfy naturally
This identification requires that the number of D0-branes should be equal to the number of D0-branes. If one relaxes this condition, one may also considers the building of field configurations where the numbers of D0-branes and D0-branes are not necessary equal. This violates however the Z 2 symmetry
and so will be omitted.
Irrational representations
The generalization of the previous case to irrational θ i 's is not automatic first because it uses more involved functional analysis and second its interpretation in terms of systems of D0-D0 branes bound states. Following the same lines as for the rational case by working in a representation in which U i is diagonal and using results on the non-commutative irrational torus, one can take the following realization
where we have set
for commodity. The U i and V i operators depend on the x 2i−1 variables and not on the x 2i ones. To construct the non-commutative orbifold projector operators on the position space generated by the continuous basis vectors {|x 2i−1 × |x 2i }, one may consider in a first attempt functions of the diagonal operator U i . An apparently adequate candidate for the function f (U i ) is given by:
for 0 ≤ x 2i−1 ≤ κ i , while for κ i < x 2i−1 ≤ 1 we have
where κ i is a priori a real parameter lying between zero and one. Though this choice of (P i ) ensures that it is hermitian, satisfies (P i ) 2 = (P i ), it fails however as the trace Tr(P i ) is not an integer in general since,
This trace is not acceptable, it contradicts the expected spectrum dictated by the group
To overcome this difficulty one should use both the U i and V i operators in building P i instead of using U i alone; this will allow to solve our problem and also incorporate explicitly the non-commutativity parameter into the game. Guided by the result on the non-commutative irrational torii, a class of solutions for the projector operators in agreement with K 0 (A o θ i ) reads as:
where N i and M i stand respectively for the multi-indices (n i , m i ) and (n i , m i ) and where
The eigenvalues of the functions f (A i ), f A i and g (A i ) and g A i are given by:
and
where ǫ i is a small parameter which physically may be interpreted as a regulator parameter. Actually, the above result extends the constructions considered in [7] for the Powers-Rieffel projectors and in [10] for quantum torii. Observe here that the integers (n, m) and (n, m) carried by the P and P projectors are not necessary equal as the constraint eqs(10) are not violated. This means that in the irrational realization of the Z 2 orbifold eq (17) is no longer a necessary constraint contrary to the rational case. So for irrational Z 2 orbifolds, one will be dealing with richer systems of D − D branes as we shall see later on.
Having given the representations of A
θ /Z 2 , we turn now to extend them to T 2l θ /Z 2 . For fixed l, we have generally 2 l possibilities depending on whether the θ i 's are rational or irrational. If all θ i 's are rational, i.e. θ i = q i /p i the U i and V i are given by similar eqs to eq (11) . If instead all θ i 's are irrational, the U i 's and V i 's are given by
We can also have the case where part of the θ i 's are rational and the others are irrational. In this case the U i ' s and V i 's are given by mixing the representations (11) and (19).
The projectors P {θ 1 ,... ,θ l } on the position basis {|x = |(x 1 , x 2 , ..., x 2l−1 , x 2l ) } for T 2l θ /Z 2 have then several forms depending on whether the θ i 's are rational or irrational. Denoting by P {θ i } the projector operator associated to θ i which is given by either eq (11) or (22), we have
From eq (30), one learns that there are a priori 2 l solutions. However if one identifies operators that are related under permutations of positions, one ends then with l different objects. Note that the trace of eq (30) is given by the product of the traces of the individual projectors P {θ i } ; i.e
(31)
Non-BPS Branes on Orbifolds
Consider a non-BPS D2l-brane in presence of a B µν field on the NC orbifold O=T 2l θ /Z 2 we introduced earlier and study the field configurations minimizing the total energy E(T ) of the tachyon living on the D2l-brane world volume. Keeping only the tachyon field T (x) and integrating out all other fields, the string field theory effective action S = S(T (x)) reads as
where G S is the open string coupling constant and G µν , C D2l and the factor f (t) are related by
G µν and g µν being the effective open string and closed string metrics respectively and f (T ) is the effective coupling normalized like f (0) = 0 and f (t max ) = 1 as suggested by Sen's conjecture. In large non-commutativity, the kinetic term of the tachyon is neglected so that the action (32) reduces to S =
. Therefore, the total energy E(T ) reads, upon taking G µν = δ µν , as
where M D2l denotes the mass of the original D2l-brane and the trace Tr is normalized as Tr1 = 1. Extremisation of E(T ) is achieved as usual by using the GMS approach which shows that the tachyon field configuration is proportional to the projectors in the A θ NC algebra. The idea is based on taking the tachyon field T (x) as
where p r are mutually orthogonal projectors of A θ standing for Π k eq (14) or P n+mθ eq(22) depending on whether θ is rational or irrational. Then using the GMS method, the total energy of the vacuum configurations can be shown to be proportional to the trace of the projectors as shown here below
the t i 's are the critical values solving dV (t) dt = 0. Following the Sen's conjecture the tachyon potential V (t) has two extrema; one minimum at the origin t min = 0 with V (t min ) = 0 and a maximum at t max with V (t max ) = 1 and so
Recall in passing that t max and t min describe respectively an unstable local maximum representing the space filling D2-brane (V (t max ) = 1), and a local minimum representing the closed string vacuum without any D-branes (V (t min ) = 0). The orbifold vacuum field configurations (37) lie between the original D2l-brane associated with T = t max 1 =t max ∞ r=1 p r (x), and the complete tachyon condensation (T = 0). Let us discuss these configurations.
Branes on rational orbifolds
To start consider the case of a D2-brane on the NC orbifold T 2 θ /Z 2 described by the non-commutative coordinate operators (A, B) and their conjugates eqs (11) . Level k solitons on the rational orbifold T 2 θ /Z 2 are given by
Therefore the energy (37) reads as
where k = k. Following the analysis of [7] made for the quantum two torus and using general results on orbifold symmetries, in particular in compactification of Matrix model on orbifolds [11] , the above equation can be interpreted in a nice way in terms of D0-D0 branes systems. At the fixed points of the orbifold eq(40) describes D0 branes but also anti-D0 branes as a consequence of the Z 2 orbifold symmetry. More precisely it describes k coincident D0-branes and k coincident D0-branes, which at low energies, are described by a non perturbative effective field theory with a U(k) × U(k) gauge symmetry. This result is automatically extendable to the higher dimensional orbifolds T 2l θ /Z 2 . Thus starting from an unstable D2l brane on T 2l θ /Z 2 and following the same lines we described earlier for the leading l = 1 case, one gets:
This brane configuration has l i=1 k i number of D0-branes and the same number of anti D0-branes so that the gauge group of the underlying effective field theory is:
Finally we should note that a part the doubling of the spectrum, the analysis of tachyon condensation on NC orbifolds is quite similar to the condensation on rational torii. For details see [10] .
Branes on irrational orbifolds
Non-BPS D2-branes wrapped on the irrational orbifold T 2 θ /Z 2 lead to solitons proportional to the projectors on the ground states of the Hilbert space of the noncommutative algebra A o θ . The p r projectors, which are given by an appropriate generalization of the Power-Rieffels operators, reads now as:
The total energy of this field configuration is then
while its index Ind(T ) is
Moreover, setting t max = 1 and using the interpretation in terms of branes and anti branes as well as the following mass spectrum relations
where M D2 (= M D2 ) and M D0 (= M D0 ) are respectively the masses of the non BPS D2 D2 and of D0 (D0) branes and where B = 1 2πR 1 R 2 θ , the energy of the vacuum configuration can be split as
This formula means that the original M D2 annihilates to D0-D2, D0-D2, D0-D2 and D0-D2 bound states. This interpretation is not new as it has been first given in [7] in the context of the study of D2-brane on the irrational two torus annihilating to D0-D2 bound states. It is dictated by the analysis on tachyon condensation and also supported by T -duality as well as the exact mass spectrum of the {mD0, mD0, nD2, nD2} bound states
where the effective B eff field is
Taking the large limit of (2πα ′ B eff ), eq(47) is then reproduced. The novelty here is that one is in presence of a richer spectrum of bound states involving branes and anti branes. The remaining analysis is like in the quantum two torus case. In what follows, let us give some general results of branes on NC orbifolds.
More on Bound states
So far, we have discussed vacuum energy configurations of a tachyon field on orbifolds for the two representations: rational and irrational. In the former, we have learned that the energy of the D and D brane states is bounded by the initial D-brane mass M D and we have interpreted this feature by saying that the number of D and D-branes filling in the orbifold is limited; the number of D or anti D-brane can not exceed p, the weight of the rational representation of the orbifold. In the irrational case, the total energy is still bounded by M D , however due to the continuous property of states density, one is left with an unusual system of D and anti D brane bound states. In the case of a D2-brane on a NC irrational two torus, the bound states one has are of type mD0-nD2; they were interpreted as describing k D0-branes where k is the greatest common divisor of the n and m integers. This idea has been extended in [10] to the case of a D-branes wrapped on higher dimensional torii. There we have found general bound states involving {D2s, 0 ≤ s ≤ l} brane systems. In the case of D2-brane on the T 2 θ /Z 2 orbifold, the situation is quite similar, the main difference with T 2 θ is the presence of extra bound states involving anti D branes as shown in eq(47). This result extends naturally to higher dimensions. To determine the gauge symmetry of the underlying field theory, we proceed as for the NC torus since the system still inherits the torus T -duality symmetry. In deed, since the total energy spectrum bound states configurations
is invariant under SL(2, Z), i.e
where sp − rq = 1, and where α, β stand for n, m, n and m. one can usually set k = n/r and k = n/r. Therefore the gauge symmetry is U(k) × U(k) with k and k the greatest common divisor of (n, m) and (n, m) respectively. In other words, the system is similar to parallel k D0-brane and k D0-branes.
D-D systems
In this section we would like to give some comments regarding brane anti brane condensations and also compare our results on tachyons condensation on orbifolds with the analysis of [7] dealing with D-D systems on NC torii There, it has been shown that starting from a pair of D2-brane anti-D2-brane system on the two non commutative torus, the total energy may be written in the large B limit as:
where T and T are the complex tachyon and its conjugates. These tachyon fields are treated a little bit differently from the usual real tachyon field; they are interpreted as as linear maps interpolating between the two Hilbert spaces H and H
T : H → H, T : H → H
and satisfying the following eqs which may roughly be thought of as a complexification of the GMS anzats
Using these relations, projectors Π and Π on the vacuum subspaces of H and H have been built in [8] and can be shown to be given by
These are self adjoint operators verifying Π 2 = Π and Π 2 = Π together with other relations specifying their actions on T and T . Using the modified Power-Rieffels realization of Π and Π on the non commutative torus, see eqs(34) of [7] , as well as the above identities (53), the total energy formula (51) becomes then
Similar relations such as for the index Ind(T, T ) may be also written down. We shall not give them explicitly here, they may be obtained immediately from the analysis of section 3 and the following discussion. What we want to make now is to give some comments about this system. The first thing one may note about the above construction concerns the potential of the complex tachyon. This is a striking U(1) invariant function from which one already learns the essential about the vacuum configuration projectors and so about the condensation of the D-D systems. This construction is a priori extendable to D-D systems involving various numbers of original brane and anti branes and seems to lead to more general GMS type relations extending eqs(52) and (53). For example if instead of the complex T and T fields, one considers the following 2 × 2 matrix valued fields T and T
where (T 0 , T i ) and (T 0 , T i ) are four complex tachyon fields and their complex conjugates and where the σ i 's are the usual Pauli matrices, the analogue of eqs (52) and (53) reads as
In this case the energy and the index of the vacuum configuration is invariant under a U(2) automorphism group rotating the different tachyons. Nevertheless if one is not insisting on automorphism symmetries, in particular on the above mentioned U(1) symmetry of [7] and considers instead real tachyons T 1 and T 2 interchanged under a Z 2 symmetry, one gets the same spectrum of brane states in the condensation. Indeed the total energy and the index of the real D2 brane-anti D2 brane configuration on the non-commutative two torus reads in large non-commutativity
Since in this limit T 1 and T 2 are not coupled, they obey then exactly to the standard rule giving the GMS solitons on the quantum two torus. A direct check shows that after straightforward calculations, one ends with the same states spectrum as in the previous complex approach and so the same conclusion. However and as far as concluding about the D-D system is concerned, we still have something else to add. This concerns the way the Z 2 symmetry involved in the game. Besides the two ways we discussed above where Z 2 acts directly on the tachyon fields but not on the noncommutative manifold on which the brane and anti brane are wrapped, one can also consider the general case where Z 2 does act on the quantum manifold. This is the case of Z 2 -orbifolds we have been discussing in this paper. Let us briefly summarize the thing.
Through our discussion, we have learned in the case of an original D2 brane wrapped on the non commutative orbifolds O θ that due the constraint eqs(8), Z 2 symmetry leads to a natural doubling of the torii Hilbert space spectrum interpreted as corresponding to brane and anti branes. The latest emerge automatically because of the orbifold Z 2 symmetry and do not need to introduce an original anti-D2 brane. For selfcontainess of this discussion let recall some of our results and compare to what we said in the beginning of this section. In the case of irrational orbifolds for instance, we have shown that the vacuum field configuration for the tachyon field is
where P n+mθ and P n+mθ are generalization of Power Rieffels projectors given by eq(23) and the energy E and the index I nd of the soliton configurations are identical to (51). To see why these results match, we give hereafter an algebraic argument to explain the equivalence of the approaches. The non-commutative orbifold O θ associated with the non commutative algebra A o θ (Orbif old) is much more constrained than the usual non-commutative algebra A θ (T orus). Because of these constraints, representations H o (Orbif old) of A θ (Orbif old) have twice the dimension of H(T orus) ≡ H; the A θ (T orus) representations and then the Z 2 symmetry is manifested through the following splitting .
where H is the symmetric of H. Note that that the above decomposition has in fact a larger automorphism group containing the orbifold discrete Z 2 group just as a subsymmetry. To make an idea on this equivalence, it is enough to note that under the non commutative orbifold coordinate choice eqs (8) 
Conclusion
In this paper we have studied tachyon condensation in non commutative orbifolds. We have studied, amongst others, soliton solutions for these compact manifolds and derived in particular the generalization of the Power-Rieffels configurations on the irrational non commutative orbifolds with a Z 2 discrete symmetry. More precisely starting from an original non-BPS D2l brane of mass M D2l , l = 1, 2, ... wrapped on T 2l /Z 2 , we have studied its condensation using GMS formalism and related ideas and shown: (a) The existence of general bound states extending both those studied in [7] and [10] and containing amongst others D-D bound states. (b) Using general relations on the brane spectrum and T-duality, we have shown that the suggestion of Bars et al regarding the interpretation of the D0-D2 branes, which by the way extends to more general D-D bounds, applies as well to D0-D2 bound states and more generally to D-D bounds. (c) The condensation incorporates naturally D-D brane systems on quantum torii without needing to introduce an original anti-D brane. We have demonstrated the equivalence of the D-D brane system we have obtained, the Z 2 symmetry of the orbifold do the full job. Finally we would like to note that we expect that our results extend as well to a large variety of toric orbifolds with other discrete symmetries.
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